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Understanding the Syrian Conflict

The road to Geneva II conference received much more international attention than warranted by the meager results
of its two rounds of talks. Considering the extreme complexity of the Syrian conflict—and that three years since its
inception it continues to rage with no let up in sight—the fact it convened represents an accomplishment in itself. In
this piece, the author argues that it would have been presumptuous to expect Geneva II to resolve the conflict in
Syria, and restore peace and safety for its war-weary people. Syria is a religiously and ethnically heterogeneous
country. Its armed conflict transformed it into an arena of regional and international contestation. There is lack of
cohesiveness among its myriad communities on the two sides of the divide. The intertwinement of the uprising with
the influx of Qaeda-affiliated rebel groups, in the presence of an unyielding regime, has unavoidably prolonged the
bloody conflict. Geneva II had the advantage of placing Syria on the long road to peace, whose attainment lies at a
different road junction. When a journalist asked Syrian Minister for National Reconciliation Ali Haidar “What is after
Geneva II, he said Damascus I.”1

Time for War

The Syrian regime did not take seriously the Geneva I Communique of June 30, 2012 that demanded a
comprehensive ceasefire accompanied by the army withdrawal from the cities, and the initiation of the process of
forming a transitional government with full executive powers. The communiqué proved unworkable due to the
insincerity of the Syrian regime that seemed determined to crush the opposition. Every time Syrian President Bashar
Assad “… said he had withdrawn his forces, he subsequently declared that he had recommitted new forces to ‘fight
terrorism.’”2

Backed by Russia and Iran, Assad’s regime held its ground and was ultimately able to prevail in the fight against
fragmented and ill-equipped rebels. Syria is a fulcrum Middle Eastern state and winning it is a prize for any rising
regional power. Iran appreciated the importance of Syria immediately after the success of its Islamic revolution in
1979. In recent years Syria attracted the attention of Russia who sought to rebuild itself as a preeminent world power
following the collapse of the Soviet Union.

Syria’s strategic location and its demographic mosaic explain—especially when they come into play with U.S.
vacillation and disinterest—Moscow and Tehran’s dogged defense of the Syrian regime. The Kremlin has not
wavered in covering up for Assad regime’s ruthless and immoral war behavior made it impossible to provide basic
humanitarian aid to trapped civilians without intervention by the U.N. Security Council (UNSC). Russian Deputy
Foreign Minister Gennady Gatilov dismissed the Western-Arab draft UN Security Council resolution to allow
humanitarian aid into Syria as mischief. He claimed “its whole purpose and aim is to create grounds for future military
action against the Syrian government if some demands it includes are not met.”3 Backed by international and
regional allies in a big hurry to find their place under the sun, the regime in Damascus aspired to crush the opposition
groups into submission ahead of making peace with them.

Playing Pseudo-Diplomacy

When in October 2013 U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry and Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov committed
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themselves to convening Geneva II conference, they had no illusions about its results. What mattered for them
seemed convincing, if not coercing, the Syrian government and opposition to send delegates to the conference.
Geneva’s symbolism lay in that it established the unavoidability of negotiations to end the conflict. Having the two
sides sit in one room ushered in a process that did not have to make headway from the first encounter. Cognizant of
this reality, Syrian Minister of Foreign Affairs Walid Muallem came to the conference with a belligerent attitude. He
exceeded his 10-minute time limit by about 25 minutes, altercated with Ki-moon, and “called on foreign powers to
stop supporting ‘terrorism’ and lift sanctions against Damascus.”4 Upon arriving to Geneva Muallem warned the
conferees that “the subject of the president and the regime is a redline for us.”5

The government delegation used the conference as a forum for spin and smear in the name of combatting terrorism.
Just one day after suspending the conference, the Syrian regime placed members of the opposition team to Geneva
II on its list of terrorists. Member of the government delegation Bashar Jaafari justified the measure on the grounds
that “whoever refuses to fight terrorism is part of terrorism.”6

Well aware that the conference will not achieve a breakthrough in the three-year conflict, UN Secretary General Ban
Ki-moon tried to exert moral pressure on Syria’s government and opposition delegations to overcome their deep
divisions. He told them it would be “unforgivable not to seize this opportunity to bring an end to the suffering and
destruction”7 that the war has caused. Thus, when he delivered the opening speech, Ki-moon did not hope to
achieve more than easing the siege on war-battered civilians. He recognized that “great challenges lie ahead but
they are not insurmountable.”8

Ending obstinate conflicts requires the willingness of the combatants to settle their differences through negotiation. It
presupposes conviction that their cost of continuing the war exceeds the benefits that might accrue to them from it. In
view of this, it is an exaggeration to consider Geneva II a failure because it did not end the conflict. From the start
delegates aimed at specific “… concessions, not a full peace deal.”9 Impressions from the first day of the conference
suggested that even though the government and opposition delegations could not put aside their acrimony towards
each other, they seemed willing “to discuss prisoner swaps, local ceasefires and humanitarian aid.”10

The regime did eventually allow limited food supplies and other relief aid to enter the old sector of Homs, and Yarmuk
Palestinian refugee camp. It also allowed the elderly and minors to leave besieged areas only to increase the number
of the too many uncared for refugees. Exacerbated by the lack of the UN’s forthcomingness in aiding conflict
displaced Syrian refugees, Turkish Minister of Foreign Affairs Ahmet Davutoglu expected that one day a “… UN
secretary general will go to Homs, will go to Yarmuk and will apologize.”11 On February 15 Lakhdar Brahimi, the
special UN/Arab League envoy to Syria, apologized to the Syrian people for his inability to get the two sides to
engage in serious talks to end their “horrible crises.”12 He might as well have apologized right after the opening
session on January 22 instead of giving them false hopes about an imminent agreement.

Taking Negotiations Seriously

The resolution of the Syrian conflict lies beyond the capabilities of the country’s warring factions, or the diplomatic
acumen of Brahimi. The polarizing statements of Kerry and Lavrov in Geneva’s opening session demonstrate that the
U.S. and Russia have not yet agreed on a vision to guide them in resolving the Syrian dilemma. Whereas Kerry ruled
out the possibility that Assad could stay in power, Lavrov emphasized the need for the government and the
opposition to reach an agreement without foreign interference, in order to “preserve Syria as a sovereign state… to be
a secular state.”13

Assad’s advisor Buthaina Shaaban described the only difference between the government and the opposition as “a
major difference.”14 The regime’s insistence on putting an end to terrorism as a sine qua non condition on the road to
viable peace means that it wants to delay the issue of forming a transitional government for as long as possible. The
Iranians will not apply pressure on Assad’s regime until after they secure a permanent agreement with the West on
their controversial nuclear program. Peace in Syria will remain on hold until Iran settles its differences with the West,
and the U.S. curtails its encroachment on Russia’s core interests in its near abroad. Decrying the exclusion of Iran
from Geneva II, Lavrov noted that negotiations “… are about bringing to one table not those who you like, but those
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upon whom solving the problem depends.”15 Iran’s absence from Geneva II indicated that goal-aiming talks were not
about to be initiated.

The solution is still far off, although Geneva II remains its framework, and it does not matter if the opposition ups its
demands, or the regime continues to buy time, seek battle victories and shun meaningful diplomacy. Going to
Geneva II was made possible by a package deal in September 2013 between the U.S. and Russia that also involved
dismantling Syria’s chemical weapons. The Syrian regime is not oblivious to the coupling of dismantling its chemicals
and reaching a political solution to the conflict. Therefore, Damascus has opted to slow down the removal of
chemicals from the country. Robert Mikulak, U.S. Ambassador to the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical
Weapons (OPCW), complained that “the effort to remove chemical agent and key precursor from Syria has seriously
languished and stalled.”16 He revealed that “Syria had so far removed just 4% of ‘priority One’ chemicals like sarin
from the country, originally scheduled to be completed by Dec. 31 [2013].”17

The inauspicious end of Geneva II did not seem to surprise U.S. President Barack Obama who, nevertheless,
promised to increase the military pressure on the Syrian regime in order to convince it to relax its adamant
negotiating position. He did not lose sight, however, of his intention to continue “… to work with all the parties
concerned to try to move forward on a diplomatic solution.”18 U.S. officials believe “negotiations are like mushrooms.
They grow best in the dark.”19 The Syrian regime distorts reality when it thinks having the upper hand over the ragtag
rebels can obliterate the opposition. Assad erroneously thinks he can return to the antebellum way of governance.
When negotiations between the U.S., Russia and Iran grow best in the dark, as they are eventually bound to, Assad
will realize that he is an expendable pawn in the game of nations.
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